Academic Senate

N. elected students: 3
Formulates mandatory proposals and opinions on teaching, research, student services and on the annual and three-year budget and final balance.

Representatives in office:

Elisa Sartorelli - 857478@stud.unive.it
Eleonora Pagliaro - 866821@stud.unive.it
Paolo Valdagno - 878072@stud.unive.it
Board of Directors

N. elected students: 2

It has functions of strategic direction and control of the activities relating to the administrative, financial and asset management of the University.

Representatives in office:
Laura Testino - 868229@stud.unive.it
Nicole Favero - 879714@stud.unive.it
Department Council

- Department development and planning activities

- Consultative activity to the University Council for the stipulation of relations with public and private entities

- Internal regulations to govern the powers, organization and institutional functions

- It indicates the criteria for the employment, the means of the instruments, the personnel and the funds assigned to the Department
Quality Assurance for your Degree Program

> HOW DOES IT WORK?

The Quality Assurance Teams

The Commissione Paritetica Docenti-Studenti (CPDS)
Quality Assurance for your Degree Program

> HOW TO TAKE PART IN?
Student in CPDS and AQ Teams are selected through:

- University Elections
- Calls for application.
Quality Assurance for your Degree Program

> WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR THE STUDENTS INVOLVED?

Students taking part in can be rewarded with:

✓ Additional university credits
✓ An Open Badge certifying the knowledge acquired during this experience

More information on https://www.unive.it/pag/27952/
Quality Assurance for your University

> **CHOOSE YOUR REPRESENTATIVES**

*When?* Every two years

*Who is elected?* Representatives in the major bodies (Academic Senate and Board of Directors) and in the Department Councils.
How you can contribute to improve your Course?

> Fill in the satisfaction questionnaires

> Contact your Representatives
How to contact your Representatives

Management Department (https://www.unive.it/pag/34678/)
Giorgia Lionetti – 882234@stud.unive.it
Simone Callegaro – 879052@stud.unive.it
Giacomo Rusconi – 878392@stud.unive.it

Economics Department (https://www.unive.it/pag/34677/)
Ariya Eva Morbiato – 974550@stud.unive.it
Laura Testino – 868229@stud.unive.it
Lucia Tonolo – 878363@stud.unive.it
Social media Contacts of your Representatives
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